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This growth has only been possible with the 
help of our team and network including volun-
teers, technology donors, workforce partners, 
city officials, funders, recipients, and everyone 
in-between. Every success story that we share is 
linked to their support.

I appreciate you taking the time to read about 
our passion and vision. Read on to hear about 
the stories of those served, the impact by the 
numbers, our team today, and the partners we 
have in the fight against the digital divide.

Gabe Middleton, CEO 

FROM THE DESK OF CEO, GABE MIDDLETON

CEO STATEMENT

To our supporters,

We are honored to present human-I-T’s Annual 
Report for 2017. Since our last Annual Report, a lot 
has changed. But one thing hasn’t: our mission. We 
remain dedicated to connecting low-income individ-
uals and nonprofits to technology, the internet, and 
digital training. Since we began in 2012, human-I-T 
has worked to repurpose unwanted technology for 
low-income communities, thus transforming elec-
tronic waste (e-waste) into opportunities for those 
who need it most. Our team has made tremendous 
strides over the years in shrinking the digital divide 
and changing the narrative of responsible e-waste 
management.

As we reflect on the past 3 years, we now take a 
moment to celebrate our growth and thank our sup-
porters who have made our success possible. This 
year, we were fortunate to outgrow our warehouse 
in Commerce, California. We still call Commerce 
our home, but our new facility is four times as large 
at 25,000 square feet. The administrative team also 
moved out of the warehouse and set up shop in 
downtown Long Beach. Throughout this growth, 
we added 17 full-time staff to our team. Growing 
our team and facilities has allowed us to create the 
largest impact to date, with over 1400 computers 
and laptops placed in 2017. 

Since we began in 2012, human-I-T 
has worked to repurpose unwanted 
technology for low-income communities, 
thus transforming electronic waste 
(e-waste) into opportunities for those 
who need it most.”
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OUR PROGRAMS

OurCycle LA is a program created 
with the City of Los Angeles in 2015. 
As a part of this initiative, human-I-T 
repurposes unwanted City of Los 
Angeles computers and redistributes 
them to Angelenos-in-need. Each 
device includes four years of free 
internet, digital literacy materials, 
and ongoing technical support.

The Frontier Program provides 
low-income households with a free 
Google Chromebook and low-cost 
internet. human-I-T was selected as a 
partner of Frontier Communications 
and the California Emerging Tech- 
nology Fund to educate clients about 
their low-cost options and facilitate 
broadband signups to over 2,000 
residents throughout California.

PowerOn is an initiative that equips 
homeless LGBT youth across the 
country with repurposed technology. 
We partner with The Trevor Project, 
LGBT Tech, and Straight But Not 
Narrow to ensure at-risk youth have 
access to housing, employment, 
support networks, and social services.

ConnectHome is a program launched by 
the White House and U.S. Department 
of Housing & Urban Development. 
human-I-T was selected as a partner 
to distribute a free computer, four 
years of free internet, digital literacy 
training, and technical support to 
families living in federally-assisted 
housing. Of the 26 housing markets in 
the program, human-I-T led the nation 
in number of people served.
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Computers donated 1414 
in 2017*

Computers donated 4051 
since 2012*

Technical support calls 150 
in 2017

*Each computer includes Windows 10 & Microsoft Office

Households connected to 1379 
free or low-cost internet 
in 2017

Households connected to 3012 
free or low-cost internet 
since 2012

Pounds diverted 960,000 
since 2012

Pounds diverted 675,000 
since our last annual 
report in 2014

Pounds diverted 200,000 
in 2017

Business technology 240 
donors in 2017

Volunteer hours 5000+ 
in 2017

IMPACT BY THE NUMBERS

COMPUTERS DONATED & 
TECH SUPPORT CALLS

HOUSEHOLDS 
CONNECTED TO 
THE INTERNET

POUNDS OF E-WASTE 
DIVERTED FROM 
LANDFILLS

PARTNER 
CONTRIBUTIONS
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Every one of our recipients has a story of 
how technology has changed their life for 
the better. Read on to hear how digital 
access allowed two of our recipients, Art 
and Laisa, to thrive today.

STORIES FROM 
THE FRONTLINE  

Art was diagnosed with a terminal illness 
and struggled to stay on top of his medical 
obligations without a computer. After getting 
connected, he was able to keep up with the 
massive numbers of forms, payments, and 
communication that came with the diagnosis. 
He reflected on the impact technology has 
had on his life and wellbeing: “I was pretty 
much at death’s door before [human-I-T] 
donated the laptop to me. [With the laptop], 
I began communicating with my doctors, 
nurses, and case workers etc. Today I am 
healthier than I have been in years thanks to 
human-I-T.”

Laisa is a single mother of four that was 
equipped with a desktop computer, paid 
internet, and digital literacy training through 
human-I-T. She spoke about how impactful 
it had been for having her children compete in 
AP classes, getting her daughter an intern-
ship, and completing online courses for her 
work: “The program was a great opportunity 
for me and my family to apply for because 
my kids were just going into high school 
so I knew that the internet was going to be 
needed more than ever now.”

Today I am healthier 
than I have been in years 
thanks to human-I-T.”

I knew that the internet 
was going to be needed 
more than ever now.”

ART AGUILAR LAISA CALDWELL
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Take a closer look at our donation events. Donation events are 
an opportunity to hand out dozens of connected computers to 
families in our community. 

SNAPSHOTS FROM 
THE FIELD
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Our warehouse is located 15 minutes outside of downtown Los Angeles 
in Commerce, California. The warehouse is the hub for technology—where 
devices are brought in, sorted, sanitized, and repurposed. It also serves as 
a classroom where the staff provides vocational training to volunteers. Our 
experienced technicians teach volunteers how to repair computer hardware 
so they have a career skillset and a path to the STEM field. 

As of 2016, Long Beach is home to our administrative team. A whole range 
of departments set up shop in this office: the Executive Team, Programs, 
Human Resources, Accounting, Sales, Marketing, and Grants. We serve 
clients in-person both here and in our warehouse.

Since our last annual report in 2014, human-I-T has grown from a team of 
12 to 29. We are a very diverse mix of professionals as over 70% of staff are 
people of color. 

THE TEAM
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OUR PARTNERS IN THE FIGHT
human-I-T has been incredibly fortunate to leverage the support of technology donors, monetary supporters, and industry partners in the fight against 
the digital divide. We’d like to take a moment to spotlight a few partners that have allowed us to significantly scale the number of people served.

University of Southern California

The Wonderful Company

City of Los Angeles

County of Los Angeles

California Emerging Technology Fund 

The Ahmanson Foundation

The Best Buy Community Foundation

South Bay Workforce Investment Board

National Digital Inclusion Alliance

Alliance for Technology Refurbishing & Reuse

PowerOn Partnership

Charter Spectrum

CORPORATE TECH DONORS
These organizations have gone above 

and beyond to provide human-I-T with a 
large supply of technology donations to 

power our mission.

FUNDERS
These donors have invested in 

human-I-T’s success and helped us 
secure vital resources for our programs, 

capital, and capacity.

SUPPORT GROUPS
These focus groups have provided 

insight and resources to better inform 
our practices and operations.
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VOLUNTEER 
OF THE YEAR

Tomas Madrigal has been with human-I-T 
since our early days. He has been one of the 
most passionate and consistent volunteers 
that we have had the pleasure of working with. 
Tomas has volunteered to do every task under 
the sun: whether going on donation pick ups, 
inventorying technology, or repurposing the 
computers for donations. His dedication has 
ensured that thousands of deserving families 
can tap into opportunity online. 

TOMAS MADRIGAL
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RECOGNITIONS

Featured in...

Huffington Post 
“The Impact of ‘Two Laptops and a Vision,’ With Gabe 
Middleton CEO of human-I-T” (2017)

The Long Beach Business Journal 
“Human-I-T Brings Free Computers, Internet To Low 
Income Long Beach Residents” (2017)

Long Beach Media Collaborative 
“The Human Factor: How A Long Beach Nonprofit Is 
Bridging The Digital Divide” (2017)

The Grunion 
“human-I-T Brings Free Computers, Internet To Low 
Income Long Beach Residents” (2017)

Long Beach Post 
“CEO of Digital Equity-Focused Nonprofit Recognized 
for Commitment to Latino Community” (2017)  

VoyageLA 
“Meet Gabe Middleton, James Jack, and Aaron Wilkins 
of human-I-T in Commerce” (2017)

So You Wanna Sell On eBay Podcast 
“Episode 116 Gabe Middleton & James Jack human-I-T: 
2017 eBay SHINE Awards Finalists for The Charitable 
Business Category” (2017)

AWARDS & RECOGNITION

AWARDS

Outstanding IT Project Award 
Recognized by the Los Angeles Digital Government 
Summit in 2015 for the impact of OurCycle LA

The Halo Award 
Courtesy of the Carl & Roberta Deutsch Foundation, the 
award recognizes and strengthens nonprofit volunteer 
programs in Southern California

eBay SHINE Awards 
human-I-T was selected as one eBay’s small businesses 
of the year among 2,400 applicants

SXSW Community Service Award 
Co-Founder & CINO James Jack was awarded this honor 
for his work in promoting digital equity in underserved 
communities

Coors Lite Lideres of the Year 
Co-Founder & CEO Gabe Middleton was recognized 
as an outstanding Latino leader with a commitment to 
empowering local his community

Classy Awards 
This competition recognizes innovative nonprofit 
programs that are “addressing the incredibly complex 
and equally severe problems we face today”



human-I-T Administrative HQ Office
Call: (562) 259-7747
Toll-Free: (888) 268-3921
E-mail: info@human-i-t.org
Address: 130 Pine Avenue, Suite 200
Long Beach, CA, 90802
Hours: M-F 9:00am–5:00pm


